All Natural Design

Inspired by the texture and soft tone of felt material, **ORGANIC HUE** heterogeneous resilient sheet offers high-performance flooring that fits a multitude of spaces naturally. Its semi-solid visual sets the tone, evoking the natural fibers found in felt. Available in 26 colors, this beautiful resilient offers a range of neutral tones and several brilliant bright hues. This versatile product line can also be used as a flash cove and pairs nicely with Brookwood+ products, providing a hygienic solution for spaces that require a clean and sterile environment.
Organic Hue SHEET RESILIENT

Raw Ingredients That Perform

Backed by a 10-year warranty and manufactured using durable raw materials, ORGANIC HUE’S strength and functionality make it perfectly suited to replace VCT in high demand environments. This sheet resilient is polish optional, making maintenance easy and inexpensive, eliminating cleaning chemicals in the breathing zone while helping to improve indoor air quality. ORGANIC HUE features a 20 mil wear layer and ExoGuard™ Quartz Enhanced Urethane Finish that protects against even the heaviest foot traffic.